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Abstract

In this paper, a novel ant colony optimisation and tabu list approach for the discovery of gene-gene interactions

in genome-wide association study data is proposed. The method is tested on a number of diseases drawn from the

large established database, the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium which contains hundreds of thousands of

small DNA changes known as single nucleotide polymorphisms. To analyse full scale genome-wide association study

data, the standard ant colony optimisation algorithm has been adapted, with tournament path selection, a subset

based approach, and tabu list included in the algorithm. These modifications, in addition to the use of a statistical

test of significance of single nucleotide polymorphism interactions as a fitness function, greatly increase execution

speeds and permit the discovery of combinations of single nucleotide polymorphisms that can discriminate cases and

controls. The methodology is applied to several large-scale genome-wide association study disease datasets namely,

inflammatory bowel disease, rheumatoid arthritis, type I diabetes and type II diabetes patients to discover putative

gene-gene interactions in reasonable time on modest hardware.

Index Terms

Genome Wide Association Study, Ant Colony Optimisation, Single Nucleotide Polymorphism.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The advent of the sequencing of the human genome in 2003 has created many opportunities for scientists to

understand the associations between an individual’s genome and the propensity for disease. Recent advances in

sequencing techniques allow researchers to sequence the genomes of thousands of individuals and to compare

genomes across a large cohort of subjects. Such studies, known as genome-wide association studies (GWAS),

capture the small variations in genomes (known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [1]) among individuals

and attempt to understand the association between these andthe variation in phenotypic traits such as height, body

mass index and the propensity to develop certain diseases. Associations between SNPs and a disease can be found

by iteratively exploring the association of each SNP in turn, a computationally complex but feasible problem. The

exploration of associations between more than one SNP and a disease is a much more computationally complex

problem. So called gene-gene interactions can be investigated as an additive model where the effects of possessing

two associated SNPs are simply added together or through other mechanisms such as epistasis where the individual

(or main) effect of each SNP might be small but in combination, the effect is large [2].
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The first reported GWAS were developed around 2007 to investigate the genetic basis of type II diabetes. Since

then many other disease datasets have been created from large projects such as the Wellcome Trust Case Control

Consortium (WTCCC) and UK Biobank. GWAS offer the potentialto illuminate the genetic causes of diseases

and provide an opportunity for early treatment and planningfor patients leading to profound social and economic

benefits.

The GWAS investigated here are real-world disease datasetstaken from the WTCCC set. The diseases explored are

the two types of diabetes type 1 diabetes (T1D) and type 2 diabetes (T2D), Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) and

Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and the heritability of these diseases has been the subject of numerous studies. Type II

Diabetes (T2D), characterized by insulin resistance and affecting hundreds of millions of people worldwide [3], is

studied in numerous GWAS [4], [5], [6], [7]. Type I Diabetes (T1D), a chronic autoimmune disorder with onset

usually in childhood, is tackled by Vella et al. in these GWAS[8]. Rheumatoid arthritis, a chronic inflammatory

disease characterized by the destruction of the synovial joints resulting in severe disability, is the subject of [9].

For inflammatory bowel disease, the pathogenic mechanisms are poorly understood and its heritability is studied

in [10].

From a computational perspective, GWAS present a significant challenge as there are hundreds of thousands of

SNPs (variables) per individual. In these datasets they arerecorded for thousands of individuals creating a database

of large proportions (almost 2.5bn elements in the experiments described later). Any computational approaches

used for analysis therefore must be scalable in the face of these large-scale data. Many examples of GWAS data

analysis exist in the literature that successfully demonstrate the association between a single SNP and the disease.

When a SNP is strongly associated with a disease it is said to be one of the main effects in the dataset and the

discovery of these single associations is computationallyfeasible with modern hardware. However the computational

challenge increases markedly when the task is to find SNP combinations associated with a disease that demonstrate

a significant gene-gene interaction.

There are known single associations for type II diabetes andtraits such as height for instance, however, there is

a considerable amount of missing heritability; for exampleonly approximately 10% of variation in height can be

explained by traditional single SNP GWAS. This missing heritability could be due to rare variants, or to combinations

of SNPs (gene-gene interactions) which are beginning to be explored and increasingly becoming of interest. Standard

GWAS analyses are carried out through full enumeration (e.g. the software package Plink: which can perform a range

of basic, large-scale analyses in a computationally efficient manner [11]). With modern hardware, the association of

hundreds of thousands of SNPs with a disease can be determined within reasonable computational time. However,

when combinations (pairs, triplets and higher) are considered, the computational load becomes highly burdensome

or completely intractable. This has led to a variety of approaches [12] for the discovery of gene-gene interactions that

can be broadly divided into two groups, those that pre-screen SNPs for their association and exhaustively search the

reduced dataset (known as the filter approach) and those thatexplore the entirety of the dataset through a heuristic

technique (known as the wrapper approach). The filter methodis often problematic for the discovery of epistasis

as all SNPs or SNP combinations must be investigated during the filtering stage, leading to the exclusion of SNPs
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with weak marginal effects (single associations) if only single SNPs are considered, or extremely high computation

time if SNP combinations are considered. The wrapper approach, usually accomplished through a global search

technique, is able to search the space of all combinations but cannot guarantee to find the best combinations within

the dataset due to the exceptionally large search space and the greedy or stochastic nature of the algorithm.

The filter approach is investigated in numerous studies including [13], where a Bayesian partitioning model and

a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach are used, and [14] in which a dimensionality reduction technique is used.

In [15] a hierarchical learning algorithm to search for combinations of SNPs is investigated and in [16] a novel

Bayesian graphical method, called BEAM3, is introduced forlarge-scale association mapping. Furthermore, an

approach for genome-wide interaction analysis of case-control SNP data and quantitative traits, called INTERSNP,

is presented in [17]. Among the filter approaches, one of the most popular tools for exploring gene-gene interactions

in GWAS is BOOST [18]. It is a fast approach based on a noniterative method to approximate the likelihood ratio

statistic and is able to search through all pair-wise combinations by using log-likelihood analysis.

Wrapper approaches include decision tree [19], neural networks [20], odds ratio [21] and filtering-based ap-

proaches [22] in addition to stochastic techniques such as ant colony optimisation (ACO) [23], [24], [25] that has

been shown to be a promising technique. In our previous work,we have demonstrated how the ACO algorithm can

be used to search for gene-gene interactions for type II diabetes [25] in a full set of GWAS data, comprising many

SNPs and individuals without utilising expert knowledge.

The ACO technique is a strong candidate for this task as it hasa natural fit with discrete optimisation problems,

and with a modification to allow for the selection of subsets of variables and a highly configurable pheromone

deposition rule, is well suited to the problem of finding gene-gene interactions in large data. The ACO algorithm

has also been shown to deliver excellent results on discretecombinatorial test problems [26] and has been widely

applied to real-world problems ranging from water distribution system optimisation [27] to robotics [28].

In this paper, inspired by [29], elements of tabu search wereincorporated into the ACO approach in order to find

gene-gene interactions. Tabu search [30], a local search method used for mathematical optimisation, searches the

neighbourhood of solutions around the current solution, but is forbidden from moving to those solutions presented

on the tabu list (often a list of solutions that were previously visited). This process ensures that the algorithm

does not cycle among solutions and can be used to promote promising areas of the search space. In the approach

described here, a tabu list is used to prevent the ACO algorithm from continually selecting SNPs that are associated

with the main effects (individual SNP assocations) in the dataset. Tabu lists have been used in ACO approach since

their inception where they were applied to the travelling salesman problem [31]. However, the lists are used in

that application to remove visited cities from consideration in path selection during the optimisation, as opposed to

removing single variables between optimisation runs as described here. In this application, SNPs that are associated

with the main effects are included in the tabu list when they are detected. Once a SNP appears in the list it is

not available for selection by the algorithm from that pointon. This modification allows the ACO to concentrate

on combinations of SNPs with smaller marginal effects whichare therefore those more likely to yield epistatic

interactions.
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This paper presents an ACO approach for the analysis of full-scale GWAS data with the aim to find combinations

of SNPs that have associations with T2D, T1D, RA and IBD across a population of thousands of individuals. The

ACO algorithm incorporates pheromone trails and evaporation but is modified in several ways from a traditional

method, with the inclusion of a subset-based pheromone deposition and tournament path selection. The following

sections describe the methods, the experiments and the results. The last section concludes and summarizes the

presented results.

II. M ETHOD

The ACO algorithm is run as a standard wrapper method for discovering gene-gene interactions. In this method,

the algorithm selectsN SNPs (in this caseN=2) from the full dataset and evaluates the combination for their ability

to discriminate between controls and cases within the dataset. The following subsections describe the specific ACO

approach used.

A. Algorithm

The basic ant colony optimisation approach for searching for combinations of SNPs that can discriminate between

controls and cases within a GWAS dataset is as follows. An ant(agent) selects a combination of SNPs from the

dataset randomly with a bias towards SNPs with the greatest pheromone value. The fitness (discrimination capability)

of the chosen combination of the two SNPssnp1 andsnp2 is calculated and the corresponding pheromone value

P(snp1+snp2) is deposited on each SNP. This is repeated for a population of ants and then all pheromone values

are evaporated by applying a uniform multiplier (< 1.0) across the SNPs.

The algorithm can be described as follows:

1: Initialise pheromone on each SNP toinitpheromone;

2: repeat

3: for all nbant antsdo

4: Select two SNPs via tournament selection (see subsection below);

5: Calculate the fitness of the combination;

6: end for

7: Update the pheromone of the two SNPs with the best fitness;

8: for all SNPsdo

9: Evaporate the pheromone;

10: end for

11: until the end of the execution

wherenbant is the number of ants of the algorithm andinitpheromone is the initial value of the amount of

pheromone for each ant that was experimentally chosen as 100.

The algorithm described above and in Figure 1 is a somewhat standard ACO algorithm. However, certain novel

adaptations are required to configure the algorithm for use with the gene-gene interaction problem on real data.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the ant colony optimisation approach forsearching for combinations of SNPs.

1) Selection of SNPs: Selecting SNPs for new combinations based on their pheromone values can be com-

putationally expensive in this ACO algorithm due to the highnumber of SNPs (e.g. 400,000). In standard ACO

implementations, a structure similar to a biased roulette wheel is used to make the path choice that is both stochastic

and biased towards the path with the greatest pheromone. However, this approach breaks down when the number

of variables is high, as the case here. Therefore we make use of tournament selection to achieve stochastic path

selection as it has proven to be better for high dimensional problems [32]. In the tournament-based approach, a

number of SNPs (nbt) are randomly selected from the possible set to form a tournament and the SNP with the

highest amount of pheromone among them is selected as part ofthis solution. The tournament has many of the

same properties of the roulette wheel approach, in that it enables a balance between selecting paths randomly with

lower amounts of pheromone and biasing the search towards those with high pheromone. The size of the tournament

clearly has an effect on this balance between the exploration and exploitation capability of the algorithm. The setting

of this parameter is investigated in the later experimentalsections.

2) Genotypes and Logical Combinations: Each SNP is comprised of one of three genotypes, common homozy-

gous (CH) (e.g. CC), rare homozygous (RH) (e.g. GG) and heterozygous (H) (e.g. CG). There are a number of

standard models of interaction between genes, for example the additive model states that the effect of one gene adds

to the effect of another, in contrast in epistasis, SNPs haverelatively small individual effects but the combined effect

of SNPs is large. This usually implements theAND model of combination [23], individuals will have one genotype

(e.g. RH) AND another genotype (e.g. H) if they are to be included in the positive group. However, when considering

the details of the combination at the genotype level a numberof different possibilities present themselves. In this

work, the algorithm can explore a number of combination types providing it with greater expressive power. Initially

all logical boolean operations between two genotypes were considered by the algorithm, but analysis revealed that

this can be reduced down to the following four combinations that encompass all real-world possibilities.

In the approach described here, the following logical interactions between two SNPs are considered:
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• An individual is positive if and only if the first SNP takes a specific value and the second SNP takes a specific

value. (AND)

• An individual is positive if and only if the first SNP or the second SNP takes their specific values. (OR)

• An individual is positive if and only if the first SNP takes a specific value and the second SNP does not take

a specific value. (AND NOT)

• An individual is positive if and only if exactly one of the twoSNPs takes a specific value and the other SNP

does not take a specific value. (XOR)

From the above list it can be seen that this extension allows the algorithm to search for more sophisticated

interactions between genotypes than the standardAND relationship. During the search process, when two SNPs

are selected by the ACO approach, their genotypes are investigated using all of these four logical combinations,

from which the best is selected to be used as the fitness of the combination.

3) Fitness Function: The fitness function must represent the discriminatory ability of a combination between

control individuals and cases. SNPs in combination with high fitness values will receive more pheromone and

are therefore more likely to be selected for new combinations. Thus this function leads the search process of the

algorithm and is therefore a key aspect of the algorithm. Thefitness function is based on standard statistical measures

that are implemented on a binary classification of controls and cases in genome wide association studies [16], [23]

and are described below.

The efficacy of two SNPssnp1 andsnp2 in discriminating between the two classes is evaluated by the numbers

of positive (p) and negative (n) individuals among the cases (Dp andDn) and controls (Cp andCn), where the

determination of positive and negative individuals is achieved through the use of the logical combination rules

described previously, and according to the following process.

1: Initialise two 4 by 4 tablesTControls andTCases;

2: for all controlsdo

3: IncrementTControls[V alue of snp1][V alue of snp2] by 1;

4: end for

5: for all casesdo

6: IncrementTCases[V alue of snp1][V alue of snp2] by 1;

7: end for

8: Cp (Cn) ← sum of cells ofTControls for which the combination is true (false);

9: Dp (Dn) ← sum of cells ofTCases for which the combination is true (false);

The complexity of this calculation isO(n) wheren is the total number of individuals (controls and cases). This

is important because an ACO run may require over a million fitness evaluations, the main computational load of

the algorithm is devoted to the evaluation of the fitness function and therefore this must be as efficient as possible.

To calculate fitness, Pearson’s chi-squared test on a binaryclassification of controls and cases is used. The four

valuesCp, Cn, Dp andDn are used to calculate the expected valuesE.Cp, E.Cn, E.Dp andE.DnThe chi-squared
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statisticX2

snp1,snp2(v1, v2) is given by the formula:

X2

snp1,snp2(v1, v2) =
(E.Dp −Dp)

2

E.Dp

+
(E.Dn −Dn)

2

E.Dn

+
(E.Cp − Cp)

2

E.Cp

+
(E.Cn − Cn)

2

E.Cn

(1)

As described previously, there are three possible values CH, H and RH forv1 and again three possible values

for v2. Therefore there are 9 (3× 3) different chi-squared values forsnp1 and snp2 and the largest of these is

selected as the fitness function valuef(snp1, snp2) of the combination of the two SNPssnp1 andsnp2.

f(snp1, snp2) = max{X2

snp1,snp2(v1, v2)} such that(v1, v2) ∈ {CH, H, RH}2 (2)

From the Pearson’s chi-squared the p-value (probability ofachieving this result through chance) of the association

can be calculated.

4) Updating pheromone: At each generation of the algorithm, each of thenbant ants selects two SNPs to test

their combination. The amount of pheromone of the two SNPs contained in the combination with the highest fitness

are updated. For the two pheromone levels the following is applied:

P (snp1)← P (snp1) + f(snp1, snp2) (3)

P (snp2)← P (snp2) + f(snp1, snp2) (4)

B. Memory Management

The database used is composed of samples of the genome of approximately 2,000 individuals (Cases) with the

disease (1,999 for T2D, 2,000 for T1D, 2,005 for IBD and 1,999for RA) and 3,004 control samples. Each sample

is composed of 490,294 SNPs and due to the diploid nature of the human genome each SNP consists of two

alleles (two among Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T)) leading to three possible genotypes

described above. Additionally, due to the sequencing of thegenome, a genotype can be unknown and therefore a

fourth possible value of ’unknown’ exists for a SNP.

The data for approximately 5,000 individuals were stored in’oxstat’ and ’plink’ formats [33] on a normal hard

drive and required more than an hour to open and to read these files for each disease with an IntelR© Core
TM

i7-2600

CPU @3.40GHz processor.

An ACO run may require over a million fitness evaluations and so even a small improvement in complexity

of the fitness function will have a large impact on performance and clearly, a function that requires the searching

of a database on disk will lead to run times orders of magnitude longer than one in which it is stored in RAM.

However, with more than 2 billion elements to represent (5,000 individuals× 490,294 SNPs), each SNP cannot
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be represented by more than 1-2 bytes in memory. The representation below implements a lossless compression of

the data that enables it to be kept in memory when consideringwhole genome analysis.

C. Representation

In order to keep the database in memory when considering whole genome analysis, a SNP is encoded as follows:

Unknown: 0

Common Homozygous (CH): 1

Heterozygous (H): 2

Rare Homozygous (RH): 3

By raising the SNP number to the power of the encoding above, four SNPs from an individual are encoded in one

byte (44 = 256).

By using this lossless compression, the size of the databaseis reduced four-fold and crucially, enables the dataset

to be stored entirely in RAM on a standard PC with at least 1GB of RAM. Furthermore, files using this representation

that are created on the hard drive can be read and opened in less than one and a half minutes using the hardware

described above.

Although extra processing is required to compress and decompress the data, the benefit from holding all data

in memory with no paging to disk easily outweighs this disadvantage. The compression method also provides

scalability in the presence of a greater number of individuals or SNPs, a likely scenario in this field with larger

databases already on the horizon.

III. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimentation has been conducted using the modified ant colony approach on four real-world genome wide

association datasets taken from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium, each consisting of approximately

500,000 SNPs (variables) and 5 000 individuals (records). The following subsections discuss the SNP exclusion

criteria used and the experimentation conducted to determine the best parameters for exploration and exploitation of

the dataset by the ACO algorithm. This experimentation focused on the size of tournament in the tournament selector

and the resulting coverage of SNPs in the dataset during an algorithm run. Furthermore, the use of permutation

testing to determine benchmark p-values is also explored.

A. Exclusion Criteria

A variety of exclusion criteria are required in GWAS datasets before processing can begin. Readers are referred

to the GWAS literature for more information on these criteria [34], [23]. The SNPs kept are those meeting the

following standard conditions in the 3,004 control samples:

• HWE Exact Test> 5.7× 10−7, minor allele frequency> 1 % and studywise missing data proportion< 5%.

• Studywise minor allele frequency> 5% OR studywise missing data proportion< 1%.

• 58C versus NBS 1dfTT p-value> 5.7× 10−7 and 58C versus NBS 2dfGT p-value> 5.7× 10−7.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the average best fitness over 10 runs of the algorithm with 50 ants and 100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 as atournament
size.

There are three conditions in the approximately 2,000 samples of genomes of individuals with the disease: HWE

Exact Test> 5.7× 10−7, studywise missing data proportion< 5% and minor allele frequency> 1%.

The remaining data after the application of these criteria contain 395,711 SNPs for T2D, 395,602 SNPs for T1D,

396,093 SNPs for IBD and 395,862 SNPs for RA.

B. Parameters

Stochastic search algorithms, such as ACO, often have a set of associated parameter values that must be set

before experimentation can begin. The number of ants in a population, pheromone evaporation rate, and pheromone

deposition in ACO will all have an effect on the way in which the algorithm runs. In the following experimentation

we focused on the tournament size for path selection, as thisis a novel element of the algorithm, and also the

number of ants in the population. The pheromone evaporationrate was kept constant at 1% and the pheromone

deposition was simply the fitness provided by the fitness function described above without transformation.

• nbant: Number of ants of the algorithm.

• nbt: Number of SNPs in the tournament of the selection process.

An investigation into these parameters was conducted to determine the effect of changing the population size and

tournament size on the execution of the algorithm. Inspiredby [32], the algorithm was run with the values 50 and

200 for the number of ants and the values 100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 for the tournament size. Ten algorithm runs

were conducted for each combination of values of these two parameters on the type II diabetes dataset taken from

the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium database. The highest fitness values that have been found during each

run are stored and an average of these is then computed. The variation of the highest fitness was considered against

the number of function evaluations, where the stopping criterion is set to a maximum of 100,000 such function

evaluations. The results of the algorithm with 50 ants and 200 ants are described in the following subsections.

C. Algorithm Results

1) 50 Ants: The average of the highest fitness values was computed and shown in Figure 2 for 50 ants.

The overall best fitness from these runs is for a tournament size of 200. It is worth noting that before the first

30,000 evaluations of the fitness function, the highest fitness is for a tournament size of 2,000 items, then between
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the average best fitness over 10 runs of the algorithm with 200 ants and 100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 asa tournament
size.

30,000 and 490,000 the highest fitness is for a tournament size of 1,000, then between 490,000 and 900,000 the

highest fitness is for a tournament size of 500 and 200 thereafter. This can be explained as larger tournament sizes

will result in more exploitation and less exploration leading to better performance initially, but earlier convergence.

There would appear to be too much exploitation without enough exploration for 2,000, 1,000 and 500 items in

the tournament. For a population of 50 ants, 200 items in the tournament appears to be a reasonable setting as it

achieves the best performance in these runs.

2) 200 Ants: An average of the highest fitness values is shown in Figure 3 for 200 ants.

For 200 ants the overall best fitness achieved by the algorithm is for a tournament size of 2,000 at the beginning,

reducing to 500 items after 1,000,000 evaluations of the fitness function.

The 50 and 200 ants experiments have shown that population size and tournament size have an effect on one

another as expected. However, each of the population sizes behaves relatively consistently, achieving a chi-squared

value of just under 60 when configured with the correct tournament size. As expected, the smallest tournament sizes

(i.e. 100) and largest tournaments (i.e. 2,000) perform comparatively poorly indicating slow and early algorithm

convergence respectively. The best range for tournaments appears to be between 200 and 1,000, a ratio of just

0.05-0.25% with respect to the number of variables, far smaller than would be expected in EA tournament selection

where a tournament size of 10% of the population is the norm. Clearly, the extent to which the algorithm exploits

and explores can be tuned by use of the tournament size parameter.

3) Dataset Coverage: A further key question regarding these parameter settings is the explorative capability of

the algorithm and in particular the extent to which the dataset of almost 400,000 SNPs is covered by the algorithm.

To this end, Figures 4 (population of 50 ants) and 5 (population of 200 ants) show the dataset coverage of the

algorithm as it progresses for differing tournament sizes.Unsurprisingly, the tournament of size 100 explores more

of the space than any other, but as seen in the previous subsection, this comes at the expense of the discovery of

good combinations within reasonable time.

However, the exploration is not improved greatly for a tournament size of 100 over the preferred figure of 200

for this number of ants as shown in Figure 4.

4) Summary: The extent to which the algorithm can cover the dataset and explore combinations is important

in determining the level of exploration and exploitation within the algorithm. The goal of these experiments is to
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determine parameter settings that ensure good coverage, but also some eventual convergence on a set of likely SNPs

within the computation time available. The results in Figures 2 and 3 clearly show the number of ants and the size

of the tournament are not independent in this approach [25] for these GWAS. In this experimentation, the fitness

is the highest for 50 ants and a tournament size of 200 and theyare the chosen parameters of the algorithm for

further experiments.

D. Permutation Tests

A key aspect of the analysis of GWAS data is that any discovered combination should be validated to determine

the likelihood that it could exist by chance and lead to a typeI error [35]. As the database consists of hundreds

of thousands of SNPs and many statistical tests are conducted by the algorithm, a permutation test is a common

approach to estimating the p-values of associations that can be expected purely by chance. The permutation test

establishes the baseline p-values that arise by chance and so provides a benchmark for the ACO results on unshuffled

real data.

To determine these p-values, the ACO algorithm is run on shuffled databases. 1,999 individuals among the

5,003 individuals (Cases + Controls) are randomly chosen tobe the individuals with the disease (Cases) while

the remaining individuals are those without the disease (Controls). The process is repeated 200,000 times and the

algorithm is run for each set of shuffled data and the best p-value of each run is stored. There are 2,000 best

p-values (1% of 200,000) lower than 2×10−11. Any result obtained with the method on real data with a p-value

lower than 2×10−11 has less than 1% chance to exist by chance and therefore be dueto type I error.
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TABLE I
BEST COMBINATIONS OFSNPS DISCOVERED BY IDENTIFIER(RSNUMBER). CHROMOSOME NUMBER AND GENE NAME(WHERE

APPLICABLE) IN PARENTHESES.

DISEASE COMBINATION p-VALUE
T2D rs9508846(13,hCG1815504)=AA AND rs7901695(10,TCF7L2)=CC 8×10−15

T2D rs11196205(10,TCF7L2)=GG OR rs10992923(9)=GA 3×10−15

T2D rs7077039(10,TCF7L2)=TT XOR rs9783382(11)=GG 6×10−14

T2D rs9508846(13,hCG1815504)6=GA AND rs7901695(10,TCF7L2)=CC 4×10−16

IBD rs12242030(10)=AA AND rs17116117(11,HTR3B)=CC 2×10−28

IBD rs10210302(2,ATG16L1)=CC OR rs17116117(11,HTR3B)=TC 1×10−30

IBD rs7382225(6)=GG XOR rs17116117(11,HTR3B)=TC 3×10−27

IBD rs2076756(16,NOD2)6=GG AND rs17116117(11,HTR3B)=CC 4×10−31

T1D rs3805006(3,ITPR1)=CT AND rs9270986(6,NCBI36)=AA 7×10−256

T1D rs9273363(6,HLA-DQB1)=GG OR rs3805006(3,ITPR1)=CC 7×10−246

T1D rs9273363(6,HLA-DQB1)=TT XOR rs7859401(9,ZNF367)=CC 6×10−247

T1D rs3805006(3,ITPR1) 6=CC AND rs9270986(6,NCBI36)=AA 9×10−293

RA rs17104722(14)=CC AND rs4718582(7,TYW1)=CC 5×10−103

RA rs4718582(7,TYW1)=AG OR rs2076533(6)=AA 8×10−101

RA rs4718582(7,TYW1)=AA XOR rs7295430(12)=AA 6×10−87

RA rs9268403(6)6=TT AND rs4718582(7,TYW1)=TT 3×10−104

IV. GWAS RESULTS

In Table I, the best results of an algorithm run over 20,000 generations with 50 and 200 ants as a tournament size

are presented for each disease. With these parameters, a generation of the algorithm requires an average of 0.13

seconds, meaning an optimisation run requires an average of43 minutes and 33 seconds on the hardware described

earlier.

The ACO algorithm found good results exceeding the permutation test threshold for combinations of two SNPs

concerning T2D, T1D, IBD and RA. This table demonstrates theefficacy of the ACO approach in discovering

SNP combinations with low p-values across a range of diseases. Associations where linkage disequilibrium (LD) is

expected to be involved (i.e. where SNPs are close together on the genome and are correlated) have been removed,

and all the interactions described above have SNPs on different chromosomes, eliminating the possibility of LD.

The p-values vary widely among diseases, indicating the difference in strength of the underlying main effect in

each disease. An additional interesting point is that thereare a variety of logical combinations represented, from

these results it certainly does not appear that gene-gene interactions must be confined to ’and’-type relationships.

For T2D, all the best combinations contain the SNP rs7901695that is in the gene TCF7L2 and is well known

to be associated with T2D [36]. This demonstrates that the ACO approach is able to find SNPs that have been

associated with this disease in the literature.

For IBD, the ACO algorithm found combinations of SNPs with a p-value around10−30 that contain the SNP

with rs17116117 that is in gene HTR3B that is a major determinant of serotonin-receptor function [37]. This SNP

or those close to it drive this effect and confirm the findings of previous GWAS.

For T1D, rs9270986 and rs9273363 lead the results and are in the HLA region that contains many genes involved
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in the immune system’s recognition and the latter is also known to be highly associated with type I diabetes [34].

For RA, the results are driven by the main effect of rs4718582, this SNP is in the gene TYW1 that is the human

homolog of a yeast gene essential for Wybutosine synthesis [38].

Table I shows the impact of the combination of the SNPs and thevery low p-values. For each disease, combinations

of two SNPs that can discriminate patients from controls have been discovered by the ACO algorithm. For these

diseases, the above results show that the convergence of thealgorithm is driven by one or two SNPs that are the

main effect of the associations (i.e. with the exception of RA, that they have been previously identified in single

association studies to be highly associated with the disease). This demonstrates that the algorithm is capable of

discovering biologically plausible associations from thedata, but in many cases, one SNP is providing the main

effect and the effect of the interaction is rather small. An ACO variant incorporating a tabu list was therefore

implemented to tackle this phenomenon and is the subject of the next section.

V. ACO-TABU METHOD

This method is based on the ant colony optimisation method described earlier in section II. The modified method

removes the main effects from the search as they are discovered and allows the ACO algorithm to concentrate on

combinations of SNPs with smaller marginal effects. In detail, the ACO algorithm runsnumgen generations, the

SNPsnp1 with the largest amount of pheromone is identified and all combinations ofsnp1 and all remaining SNPs

in the dataset are calculated. The combination with the highest chi-squared value is recorded andsnp1 is removed

from the dataset for further combinations. The ACO-Tabu method can be described by the following algorithm.

1: repeat

2: Run the ACO algorithmnumgen generations;

3: Identify SNP with highest amount pheromone assnp1;

4: Calculate all the combinations ofsnp1 and ;

5: Record the best combination;

6: Removesnp1 from the dataset;

7: until end of the run

The number of generationsnumgen between the removal of SNPs has been experimentally chosen to be 1,000.

A. Results

Figure 6 shows a typical run of the execution of the ACO-Tabu hybrid, removing the most significant SNP at

every 1,000 generations. As would be expected, performancedrops for a time, before climbing to another peak.

Inevitably over time, the overall fitness drops as more top SNPs are deleted. The first four SNPs removed from the

database are present in the TCF7L2 gene and the fifth is located in the well-known FTO gene.

Over 100 runs of the algorithm of 5,000 generations each, thenumber of times each SNP that has been found

at least once is shown in Figure 7. A SNP in the gene TCF7L2 is found in every one of the hundred runs. Clearly,
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well-known in the literature and so it is more difficult to verify their biological plausibility. However some of the

SNPs from Table II, other than the SNPs in the genes FTO and TCF7L2, are known to be associated with T2D

and are identified below.

The SNP with rs1481279 (combination X) is described as the most notable signal contribution to T2D predisposi-

tion outside known loci [39]. The SNP with rs17139608 (combination IX) is known to be associated with BMI in the

entire population-based full-heritage Pima Indian sample[40]. In [41], interesting signals for epistasis are searched

for and the strongest evidence for epistasis that is discovered is the combination of rs1935683 and rs11196205

(combination V). The SNP with rs11742692 (combination VI) is in the gene ARL15 that influences Adiponectin, a

protein inversely associated with risk of T2D mellitus [42]. The SNP with rs7767391 (combination IV) in the gene

CDKAL1 was identified to be significantly associated with T2D[43]. The SNP with rs713129 (combination VII)

is in the gene SOCS6 and it has been shown that constitutive expression of SOCS6 protein in retinal neurons may

improve glucose metabolism [44].

TABLE II
SAMPLE OF THE BEST COMBINATIONS OFSNPS DESCRIBED AS RS-NUMBER (CHROMOSOME, GENE ORINTERGENICREGION(IGR)) AND

THEIR P-VALUE THAT WERE DISCOVERED.

NUMBER COMBINATION p-VALUE
I rs4506565(10, TCF7L2)=AA AND rs2578050(10, IGR)=AA 1×10−16

II rs210357(14, IGR)=AA AND rs4506565(10, TCF7L2)=AA 1×10−16

III rs4132670(10, TCF7L2)=AA AND rs210357(14, IGR)=AA 1×10−16

IV rs7901695(10, TCF7L2)=CC AND rs7767391(6, CDKAL1)=CC1×10−15

V rs1935683(6, RFPL4B)=CC AND rs11196205(10, TCF7L2)=GG6×10−15

VI rs11742692(5, ARL15)=CC AND rs8050136(16, FTO)=AA 8×10−15

VII rs7077039(10, TCF7L2)=TT AND rs713129(18, SOCS6)=CC 2×10−14

VIII rs7193144(16, FTO)=AA AND rs255761(5, ARL15)=GG 6×10−14

IX rs9309325(2, IGR)=TT AND rs17139608(16, A2BP1)=GG 5 ×10−12

X rs349586(5, IGR)=GA AND rs1481279(4, SLC9B2)=TT 4 ×10−11

XI rs765534(11, IGR)=AC AND rs4765066(12, IGR)=CT 4 ×10−11

B. Method comparisons

Firstly, a comparison is made between the ACO-Tabu approachand a Monte Carlo approach that consists of the

generation and testing of random pairs of SNPs. As expected,a Monte Carlo method on the type II diabetes dataset

does not perform well over one million generated pairs, the average p-value yielded is3.5× 10−7 and the best is

1.9× 10−13. The ACO-Tabu search algorithm is compared here with other popular algorithms designed to search

for gene-gene interaction in GWAS.

The comparison with methods such as BEAM3 [16] is difficult asBEAM3 cannot run on a dataset of the size

used here, namely 400,000 SNPs and 5,000 individuals. In [16], this algorithm was run on each chromosome

individually to select 3,809 SNPs from different chromosomes and subsequently BEAM3 was run on these SNPs.

The ACO-Tabu search algorithm explored all combinations when running on only 3,809 SNPs and can run on much

larger datasets as shown above. Due to the size of the dataset, the ACO-Tabu, in our experimentation, discovered the
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TABLE III
CALCULATION OF THE COMPUTATION TIME OF BOOST, ACO-TABU ALGORITHM, PLINK, INTERSNP. PLINKIS TESTED WITH THE

FAST-EPISTASIS OPTION AND WITHOUT THE CASE-ONLY OPTION. THE TIMINGS OF BOOST, PLINKAND INTERSNPARE CARRIED OUT

ON A 3.0 GHZ CPUWITH 4GB MEMORY AND ACO-TABU ALGORITHM ON A 3.4 GHZ CPUUSING 2GB MEMORY.

DATA SIZE BOOST ACO-TABU ALGORITHM PLINK INTERSNP
5,000 INDIVIDUALS AND 1,000 SNPs <2s 25s 106s 160s
5,000 INDIVIDUALS AND 5,000 SNPs 42s 625s 2,703s 4,277s
5,000 INDIVIDUALS AND 10,000 SNPs 170s 2,500s 10,915s 15,805s

same set of gene-gene interactions as BEAM3 and therefore the ACO-Tabu search algorithm performed equivalently

to BEAM3, in terms of results discovered, on this small dataset.

In [18], a fast approach to detecting gene-gene interactions in GWAS is presented, called BOOST. In this work, the

computation time of BOOST is compared with that of Plink [11]and INTERSNP [17] on small dataset sizes (5,000

individuals and 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 SNPs). On these smaller sizes of data the ACO-Tabu search algorithm can

store all of the SNPs in the tabu list and therefore can test all the pairs of SNPs in computation times shown in

Table III (The 10,000 first SNPs of chromosome 1 of the T2D dataset were used for this experiment).

The ACO-Tabu algorithm is faster than Plink and INTERSNP under these conditions, however, BOOST is faster

than the ACO-Tabu approach on these data sizes. Clearly BOOST is a benchmark comparison here for the discovery

of gene-gene interactions from this type of data, particularly as it appears to be able to discover interactions from

large-scale data in a reasonable time frame. However, as a filter approach, BOOST will always be susceptible to

longer runtimes resulting from increase in the number of SNPs in the data and the number of SNPs considered in

a gene-gene interaction and some studies have found that BOOST can yield very high run times [45]. Although

the ACO algorithm would also require more resources to operate on larger datasets, the link between runtimes and

dataset size is not as fixed as it is with the filter approaches.In addition, the ACO approach described here is also

capable of searching the space of possible logical interactions between SNPs and is not reliant on a single model.

Finally, on the type II diabetes dataset of the WTCCC with BOOST, the authors of [18] did not find non-trivial

interactions whereas the ACO-Tabu algorithm apparently discovered a number of these as described in the previous

section. Nevertheless, it is interesting to discover how many of the gene-gene interactions discovered by BOOST

could be discovered by the ACO algorithm, despite it being a stochastic approach, and thus the following experiment

was carried out.

In this further experiment, the ability for the ACO-Tabu approach to find the best SNP interactions in approxi-

mately the same computational time as BOOST was investigated. The following experiment was conducted:

• Randomly select 100,000 SNPs in the database of T2D.

• Randomly select 400 individuals in the controls and 400 individuals in the cases of the database of T2D.

• Run BOOST to find the 100 best associations within these data,which took 125 minutes on our machine with

the executable file provided in [46].

• Run the ACO approach with 200 as a tournament size with these data using tabu list of sizes 200, 100 and
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TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OF BEST INTERACTIONS DISCOVERED BY THEACO-TABU APPROACH IN APPROXIMATELY EQUAL COMPUTATION TIME OVER

100 INDEPENDENT RUNS.

TABU LIST TABU LIST TABU LIST
OF SIZE 50 OF SIZE 100 OF SIZE 200

FOR THE 100 BEST INTERACTIONS 77.1% 84.9% 94%
FOR THE 50 BEST INTERACTIONS 78.8% 88.6% 96.1%
FOR THE 10 BEST INTERACTIONS 93.6% 99.2% 100%

50, with each run in a similar timeframe with the definition ofSNP interactions taken from [18].

This size of data was chosen to be able to perform several runsin parallel and is also the size of the simulated

data sets used in BOOST [46]. As the version of BOOST that can be downloaded in [46] does not consider unknown

values, they have been converted into the value of the closest SNP for the same individual in the dataset.

This experiment was performed 50 times and the average percentage of best associations that were discovered

for various sizes of tabu lists (50, 100 and 200) are presented in Table IV.

This clearly shows that the ACO algorithm is able to find a large proportion of the best signals within a sizeable

database and lends confidence to the notion that it is searching these larger databases effectively. This is particularly

the case for the runs of a tabu list of 200 which correctly identifies 100% of the top 10 interactions identified by

BOOST and over 90% of the top 100. Additional experiments were performed to determine how long the ACO

algorithm requires to find the top 10 interactions and over 90% of the top 100 interactions. Over ten runs of a tabu

list of 200, the longest the ACO algorithm needed to find the top 10 interactions is 47 minutes and to discover

over 90% of the top 100 interactions identified by BOOST is only 78 minutes.

The additional capability of the ACO algorithm to search larger databases, larger numbers of interacting genes

and more sophisticated interactions between SNPs is not tested here.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFURTHER WORK

An ACO-Tabu list approach to the problem of discovering combinations of SNPs from large-scale GWAS data

that can discriminate various diseases has been described.

The algorithm has been adapted so as to be scalable to the sizeof dataset both in terms of its memory requirements

through the use of a byte-wise representation of genomes andthrough the use of a tournament path selection to

greatly increase execution speeds. Due to a robust approachand these novel modifications, the ACO algorithm is

able to operate on full-scale GWAS data and this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that an ACO

method has been successfully applied to such data over a range of diseases.

Combinations of two SNPs that can discriminate inflammatorybowel disease, rheumatoid arthritis, type I diabetes

and type II diabetes patients from controls have been discovered by the approach. The ACO algorithm has been able

to find some of the strongest statistical signals in the dataset and has also found SNPs that have a known biological

relationship to the diseases. The investigation of logicalvariations has shown that these provide the algorithm with
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greater power to express the relationship between two or more SNPs. In particular, the NOT operator which allows

the system to exclude one genotype in a SNP and include the others is an important logical distinction.

For the combinations that were discovered, in many cases, one SNP provided the main effect and the contribution

of the gene-gene interaction is rather small. An ACO variantincorporating a tabu list has therefore been implemented

to tackle this phenomenon. The ACO-Tabu hybrid allows the algorithm to investigate interactions between genes

once the main effects have been removed, an important modification that allows the ACO algorithm to provide

gene-gene associations that could generate new knowledge in the field. Further work is required to examine these

relationships in more detail and to determine if they have biological plausibility in addition to statistical significance.

The approach has been compared to some of the most popular tools for exploring gene-gene interactions in data,

in Plink, BOOST and INTERSNP and has been found to be competitive in terms of computational complexity and

the quality of interactions discovered. This is in additionto the ability to process large datasets, investigate varying

logical combinations and higher order gene-gene interactions that the ACO approach brings.

Although some of the discovered SNPs do not at present have a known biological function, it is this discovery

of plausible known information and targets for further investigation that make the approach a promising addition

to the GWAS toolbox.

The algorithm is also able to discover higher order combinations of SNPs (e.g. 3+ SNPs, not shown) that may

not be possible using existing methods and further work is required to assess the statistical and biological meaning

of these larger gene-gene interactions.
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